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Bond Year # Abbreviated Recommendation Response Status

2017 1

Provide the Board an analysis discussing implications if voters do not approve the 

November 2020 Bond on the Benson High School Project, in particular, as well as other 

2017 Bond projects, as appropriate.  At the minimum, this analysis should provide cash 

flow projections for the Benson High School project, and deliberate on the effects of a 

full faith and credit loan option to ensure the Board can make informed decisions going 

forward.

Nonconcur Complete

2017 2

Implement plans to ensure project team members have needed access to e-Builder and 

that key non-PPS employees in critical project roles have computers to access project 

information.

Completed Complete

2017 3

Revisit systems and tools used on a go-forward basis for capturing H&S project 

expenditure and status data to be able to more efficiently generate reliable data to 

address H&S project status reporting needs to oversight bodies and the public.

Concur with Comment Complete

2017 4

Complete the development of the interactive map tool and ensure the map is 

supplemented with summary information about the H&S program.  At the minimum, 

the public information should provide common data from each H&S category in a 

standardized format that provides easy tracking of current budget, schedule, status, 

and delivery plans in relation to initial Bond plans.

Completed Complete

2017 5

Require and maintain more consistent documentation associated with the review of 

price proposals or quotes from construction contractors related to change orders 

through means such as incorporating project team notes, uploading negotiations in 

email correspondence, or marked-up price proposals, into the e-Builder system to 

provide evidence of OSM’s due diligence in reviewing contractor change order prices.

Concur Working

2017 6

Prohibit contractors to perform any work for the district until a fully executed contract 

is in place or a formal written authorization is provided to allow for pre-contract 

execution work to start.

Concur with Comment Working

2017 7

Conduct a post-project completion analysis for the Madison and Lincoln High School 

projects to evaluate benefits and challenges of the CM/GC delivery method overall, as 

well as specific aspects such as timing of Guarantee Maximum Price (GMP) contract 

amendments, and make process changes as warranted.  The evaluation should consider 

components suggested by ORS279.103 and provide a comparison of actual project cost 

against original project estimates, change order number, value and type, as well as 

descriptions of success and failures during design and construction.

Concur with Comment Working

2017 8

Memorialize and discuss underlying rationale and decisions related to the timing of 

GMP negotiations with the Bond Accountability Committee, and present to the Board 

for future CM/GC GMP contract amendments as appropriate.

Concur with Comment Working

2017 9

Clarify and incorporate language in CM/GC contracts, as appropriate, related to 

contractor financial records in accordance with generally accepted accounting 

principles.

Completed Complete

2017 10

Address inconsistencies between the contract for architect/engineer services and the 

CM/GC contract for construction services related to the timing of reconciled cost 

estimates for future projects by ensuring that the same deliverable milestones are 

included in both contracts.

Concur Working

2017 11

Evaluate payment terms and conditions for all H&S low-bid lump-sum contracts to 

ensure consistency between procurement documents, contract language, and actual 

payment process practices.

Concur Working

Audit Year Summary of Recommendations Percent Completed

2020 11 Recommendations, 5 completed 45% Completed

Status Notes on Recommendations Not Completed

2020 5

2020 6

2020 Bond Performance Audit Recommendations

Through additional training, staff has improved their attachment of change order review materials to provide documentation 

of their change order analysis and recommendations.  OSM is working on incorporating explicit language into OSM's Standard 

Operating Procedure (SOP) for Change Orders.

This recommendation is under review by the AIT.  Contract language already requires that the contract be fully executed prior 

to commencing work.  PPS Public Contracting Rules also prohibit contract work from commencing without a fully executed 

contract (with some limited exceptions).  The AIT is reviewing staff training on this issue.
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Status Notes on Recommendations Not Completed

2020 7

2020 8

2020 10

2020 11

Post-project analysis of the Madison and Lincoln High School CM/GC contracts is already required by Portland Public Schools 

Public Contracting Rules for contracts procured through an alternative delivery method, following the requirements of ORS 

279C.  However, this analysis cannot be completed until after the later of the date of final payment or the date of final 

completion.  As such, this recommendation will not be able to be resolved until 2022 at the earliest for the Madison project 

and 2024 at the earliest for the Lincoln project.

This recommendation is under review by the AIT. GMP timing has already been set for all of the current 2017 Bond CM/GC 

projects, so this recommendation will not be able to be resolved until a new CM/GC project is undertaken.

Staff are working on proposed updates to the A/E contract template and will incorporate this with the proposed updates.

Staff are reviewing H&S contract templates to determine if additional templates are needed to accommodate all industry-

standard payment practices.
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